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CHARACTERS
Adam - Late 30’s - M - White/American
Picture a commemorative coin purchased for your nephew while visiting Cape Canaveral. 
Flip it over. That face on the back is Adam. He’s a tall, strong slab of all American beef, and 
carries himself accordingly. He is smart, strong, and beautiful, a genetic jackpot. 

Fei - Late 30’s - F - Asian/Chinese
Fei is a female fighter pilot, which should tell you most of what you need to know about her. 
She is tough as nails, because to get where she has she has had to be twice as competent and 
three times as talented. She is the stations pilot, and medic. Everything practical is her domain. 
She does not take shit. 

Mikolaj - Late 40’s - M - White/Russian
A cheery man who may or may not have a mustache. If he does, it’s impressive. He will drink 
you under the table and then head off to tell the kids a bed time story. Several family friends 
call him “Uncle Miki.”

SETTING
The International Space Station, not it’s contemporary incarnation, but a near future version 
with gravity and a post-modern aesthetic.

A NOTE ON EFFECTS
There are many special and magical effects in the script. 
These do not have to be realistic. 
They can be fantastical, physically driven, theatrical, puppets, etc. 
If you want to dress an intern up in a green morph suit, that’s fine. If it works it works.
What is important, is that they inspire a sense of spectacle and feel like they come from the 
organic, natural world.

A NOTE ON DIALOGUE
A new line indicates a shift in thought.
Punctuation is rhythmic not grammatical.
A “--“ indicates that a thought has been interrupted. 
A “...” indicates that the character has stopped speaking, but still holds “the scene.”
A “beat” indicates neither character holds “the scene.”
A “silence” is a silence. 
Feel free to ignore all of this if you find a stronger choice. 
Just know, I will be watching. 
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Lights up on a white box.

The walls, floor, and ceiling are made up of 
uniform white panels. On one side of the stage is a 
communication desk (which I will call The Com) 

At the back of the stage is a glass door, which 
leads an air-lock. 

Mikolaj stands center stage. 

MIKOLAJ
Once upon a time,
there was scorpion
who asked a frog
to ride upon his head
across a wide and dangerous river.

A bright light flashes.

MIKOLAJ
There are two endings to the story.
In one,
The scorpion sits patiently
and arrives at the river’s bank
safe and dry.
He thanks the frog
And goes about his day.

In the other,
Scorpion stings the frog mid-stream.
And as the frog’s legs turn to stone,
and his arms go limp.
he asks, pleadingly, 
“Why have you done this?
Now we will both drown.”

“Because I am scorpion,” 
he says with a smile,
“It’s my nature.”

Two endings to the same story.
One of which is happy. 
One of which has meaning.

Another flash. 

MIKOLAJ
Proshchay.

Mikolaj reaches to his shoulder and rips off the 
Russian flag-patch. He watches it flutter to the 
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ground. He then walks into the airlock and closes 
the door behind him.

He reaches out and presses a button on the control 
panel. An alarm blares. 

Mikolaj stands tall, dignified, and stoic for as long 
as he can. Blood begins to come out of his nose. 
Then his ears. Then his eyes. He crumples to the 
ground.

DING. The airlock doors open.

FEI enters, talking to someone through a tablet. 
We can’t hear what is being said, and if we could 
we wouldn’t understand it since it’s in Mandarin. 

FEI *1
我不能继续这样做，我厌倦了这个话题.
...
因为它不是......
它是。
它是相同的话题，相同的词，⼀遍又⼀遍.
我厌倦了. 我厌倦了对⽆法改变的事情感到沮丧.
...
我不会改变的事情，即使我可以. 事情 --
...
是.
...
没有.
不，你需要接受.
...
继续提起它只会造成痛苦.
这只会让我⽣⽓，⽽我不想⽣你的⽓.
好吗？

There is another flash of light.

FEI
当我回家后，我们可以尝试 - 我们可以理清这些.
但我现在不能这样做.
我们有时间.
我们有充⾜的时间.
...
Po? Po?

Fei taps the tablet, trying to get it to work.

FEI
What the...
Mikolaj! 
Are you messing with the array again?

She sees the body. 
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FEI
Mikolaj?
Mikolaj. Come on, what...

She tries to wake Mikolaj.

FEI
No, no no no no no.
Adam!

Fei runs off stage. 

She returns with ADAM.

FEI
He was just lying there--

ADAM
Oh my god. Miki!

Adam tries to give Mikolaj C.P.R.

ADAM
Mikolaj!
Come on. Come on. 
Come on Mikolaj.
Come on buddy. 
What were you--

FEI
He’s...
I wouldn’t have...
I know CPR Adam, I would have done it 
if he had a pulse. He’s dead. 
HE’S DEAD ADAM, STOP!

Adam slams Mikolaj’s chest, attempting a Pre-
cordial Thump.

ADAM
COME ON! WAKE UP! WAKE UP!

FEI
Stop.
You’re just...
You’re just hitting him now.
You’re just... hitting him--STOP!
Adam stop!

Adam continues to pound on Mikolaj’s chest. 

Hit after hit after hit after hit...

FEI
Adam, you’re... 
It’s not going to...
It’s not doing anything.

It takes a while, but eventually Adam grows tired. 

He slows. 
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He stops.

Silence.

ADAM
Uhm....
...Right.
...
What should we...
What should we do?

FEI
I don’t--

ADAM
We should...uhm...
...
Uhm...
We should check for malfunctions. 
In the airlock.

FEI
He would have had to disengage the--

ADAM
If the locking mechanism of the air 
lock--If he was, if it malfunctioned while 
we was in there, that would explain-- It 
could HAVE. IT COULD HAVE... It 
could have malfunctioned.

FEI

There’s no way he didn’t know what he 
was doing. Adam. It’s it’s pretty obvious 
what happened--

ADAM
It could have.

FEI
Sure.
Sure.
It could have. 
Calm down. 

ADAM
I’m calm I’m calm I’m calm.
...
Fuckin’-A man. 
...
Who...
Who does that?
Who goes through...
YEARS of training, gets up to fucking space...
And then just...
Ends it?
There are easier ways--A LOT easier ways to--this is ridiculous!
I...
Why?

(MORE)
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He could have... 
ADAM (cont’d)

He could...
He..
He could have fucking talked to me.
To us.
He could have...
He could have talked to us. 

Long Silence.

FEI
You’re right. 
He could have.
It’s... 
...
I’ll...
I’ll contact ground control if you can...
Take care of him. 

ADAM
Jesus Fei. 

FEI
What?

ADAM
Have some decency, he’s a human being--

FEI
Leaving him on the floor is decent?

ADAM
No, but you could at least...
We should--we should say a prayer or...
Something.
We should say a prayer.

FEI
Fine.
...
...
Are you going to start?

ADAM
I don’t know any. I’m a scientist.

FEI
And the American.

ADAM
Okay, okay. 
Uhm.

Adam awkwardly does the sign of the cross. 
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ADAM
Uhm.
Dear Lord.
Please look after our friend.
...
Shepard his soul into... heaven.
He was a good man.
A good uhm...friend.
And uhm...
Into your hands we commend his spirit.
...
Yeah. 
Amen.

FEI
Amen.

Adam crosses himself.

FEI
That was nice.

ADAM
Thank you.

Beat.

Fei crosses to the Coms and begins to try and make 
contact. 

FEI
Ground Control this is Aries, do you 
copy?
Ground Control this is Aries, do you 
copy?
Ground Control this is Aries, do you 
copy?

ADAM

I guess I’ll just... 

ADAM
Yeah....

Adam starts to drag Mikolaj’s body off stage.

FEI
Ground Control this is Aries, do you copy?
Ground Control this is Aries, do you copy?
Ground Control this is Aries, do you copy?

to Adam( )
Body bags are in 56 D.

Beat. 

Adam opens a storage drawer and pulls out a body 
bag. He moves Mikolaj’s body into the body bag.
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Fei changes the channels on the Coms. 

FEI *2
地⾯控制, 这是⽩⽺座，你收到吗？
地⾯控制, 这是⽩⽺座，你收到吗？
地⾯控制, 这是⽩⽺座，你收到吗？
地⾯控制, 这是⽩⽺座，你收到吗？
地⾯控制, 这是⽩⽺座，你收到吗？
地⾯控制, 这是⽩⽺座，你收到吗...
Is anyone there?

Fei opens a control panel, trying to see if there’s a 
malfunction. 

There is another flash. 

Adam re-enters.

FEI
I think something is wrong with the antenna.

ADAM
Fei.

FEI
I was having trouble with the tablet earlier--

ADAM
Fei!

FEI
What?

ADAM
Look.

Fei looks. 

There is another flash.

Fei slowly walks over to Adam. 

Silence.

FEI
Are we off course?

ADAM
No.

FEI
Why is it... 
Brown?
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Another flash. 

There is a loud screech. This is followed by static. 
From the static emerges a tinny jingle, like the 
kind that plays from an ice cream truck.

Feir runs to the Com’s. 

FEI
This is the Aries Space Station, Officer Fei Yaping, please respond.
...
This is the Aries Space Station--

There is a response, but it is not from a human 
voice. It’s also not an alien voice, or a digital one. 
It’s an artificial voice made from sampling 
recordings of different people saying different 
words,  and stitching them together to form a full 
sentence. It is the audio equivalent of writing 
using cut out letters from a magazine.

VOICE
Hi!

FEI
Hello, this is Officer Fei--

VOICE
I’m seven.

Beat. 

ADAM
Did you open it to civilian channels?

FEI
It’s open to everything.

VOICE
My mommy is taking me to see the Willis tower.
Only she says it’s not the Willis tower, it’s the Sears tower.
Like the store.

Beat. 

ADAM
Hello this is Captain Adam Noyes of the Aries space station--

VOICE
What is that?

ADAM
It’s... 
A station... in space.
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VOICE
Is that a shooting star?

ADAM
No. 
It’s a space station.

VOICE
It’s very bright.

ADAM
Do you have a parent or guardian that I can speak to?

VOICE
Why is it so bright?
I don’t like it.
Make it go away.
Make it go away!
MAKE IT GO AWAY!
I DON’T LIKE IT--AAAAAAAAAAAAAAGH!

The voice screams, then there is only static. 

After a moment, another voice emerges. It sounds 
slightly different. 

VOICE
Hello!

FEI
Uhm... Hello?

VOICE
And how old are you?
...
Are you on an adventure?

ADAM
I don’t think they can hear us.

VOICE
I think so!
I’ve never seen one so bright. 
You know what you do with a shooting star? 
You make a wish. 
Don’t tell me what it is though.

FEI
What the hell is going on?

VOICE
It’s really getting big.
Maybe we should get inside.
Okay, let’s get you. 

(MORE)
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Oh my god.
VOICE (cont’d)

Come on. 
We need to--
(screams)

Static. Then... multiple voices begin to speak. First 
three, then ten, then what sounds like hundreds of 
voices stream through the radio. All of which 
build to a blood curling scream.

Another flash of light.

LIGHTS SHIFT

2

Fei lays on her back under the Coms, examining 
wiring. 

Adam sorts through packets of food. 

ADAM
As I see it. 
There are two options.

FEI
Possibilities.

ADAM
What?

FEI
Possibilities. 
We’re not choosing. 

ADAM
Right.
Possibilities. 
Two possibilities.
One, a Bomb.

FEI
Okay.

ADAM
Or two, a meteor.

FEI
Or a Coronal Explosion.

ADAM
Right. 
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